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Grupo San Marino was created in the 1960s as
a family enterprise. Nearly 50 years later, this
business group employs more than 400 people,
and is made up of fourteen companies and six
production centres.

Grupo San Marino:
Global Coverage

It has a stable presence in several

countries and is expanding its

activities into areas such as the

chemical and ceramic industries.

This is why Grupo San Marino can

manage the whole process,

starting with the extraction of

the stone from the quarry and

then processing, moving, selling

and installing it.



From the smallest detail to the largest
surface area, the mark of Grupo San
Marino is evident in buildings as distinct
as the Guangzhou Yufeng Garden
apartment building in China or
Barcelona's World Trade Center.

Big or small, here or there:
With the greatest care

Grupo San Marino uses the latest

technology combined with an

enormous range of materials,

processes and treatments. That

is how the company, thanks to its

ISO 9000 certified systems, can

guarantee the best quality and

service both for big construction

projects and private homes.



Since its beginnings, Grupo San

Marino has managed its evolution

on the basis of a clear principle:

the internationalisation of the

group.

A worldwide presence

This maxim has helped both our commercial
activities and the extraction facilities that
Grupo San Marino has all over the world:
although the current trend indicates that
over the next few years Grupo San Marino
will double its participation in the
international market, right now it dedicates
70% of production to EU countries and 30%
to countries in Asia, Africa and America.

It also has its own quarries and ornamental
rock production plants in Spain, Morocco,
Turkey and Chile.



Gran Via II Shopping Centre
(L’HOSPITALET, BARCELONA)

Salzillo Museum (MURCIA) Picasso Museum  (MÁLAGA)

World Trade Center
(BARCELONA)

Azca – Mahou Tower
(MADRID)

Zara Stores
(WORLDWIDE)

Arriaga Theatre (BILBAO) NH Podium Hotel
(BARCELONA)

Grupo San Marino has
left its mark on classically
designed and avant-
garde buildings the
world over. Shapes and
colours that give each
building, according to its
needs, solemnity and
elegance or warmth and
intelligence.

Domestic Market Harmonisation
Office (SAN VICENTE, ALICANTE)

Liceo Opera House
(BARCELONA)

Europe



The Lady Hill
Condominium (SINGAPOUR)

Shenzhen Shangri-La
Hotel (SHENZHEN, CHINA)

Radisson Hotel Shanghai
New World (SHANGAI, CHINA)

Dubai Creek Tower
(DUBAI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES)

Grand Hyatt Beijing
Hotel (PEKÍN, CHINA)

Lafarge Maroc Headquarters
(RABAT, MOROCCO)

Xerox building
(SANTIAGO DE CHILE, CHILE)

metro stations
(SANTIAGO DE CHILE, CHILE)

Sheraton Djibouti Hotel
(DJIBOUTI)

On continents as widely
spread as Africa, Asia
or America, Grupo San
Marino gives big office
buildings a character
becoming of the 21st
century. Natural stone
is adapted to each of
them to reinforce their
individual style.

Africa

America
Guangzhou Yufeng Garden
Building (Beijing, CHINA)

Asia



MCrema Marfil extra
(MÁRMOL) MCrema Marfil standard

(MÁRMOL) MCrema Marfil classic
(MÁRMOL) MEmperador

(MÁRMOL)

MBlanco Chive
(MÁRMOL) MBlanco Ibérico

(MÁRMOL) MBlanco Tranco
(MÁRMOL) MCaliza San Vicente

(MÁRMOL) MRojo Cehegín
(MÁRMOL) MGris Cehegín

(MÁRMOL)

MPortoro San Marino
(MÁRMOL)



MRojo Quípar
(MÁRMOL) MCehegín Medium

(MÁRMOL) MAmbarino
(MÁRMOL) LZarci

(CALIZA) LAlba
(CALIZA)

TTravertino Chile
(TRAVERTINO) TGold Travertine(TRAVERTINO) GLabrador Fino

(GRANITO) S/LNogal Stone
(ARENISCAS/LUMAQUELAS) S/LCaramiel®

(ARENISCAS/LUMAQUELAS)

Natural stone is one of
the most beautiful and
noble materials that exist
in the field of construction
and ornamentation. It has
been a part of human
constructions since time
immemorial and today
still forms a part of our
surroundings, never going
out of fashion.
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